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By Lee A. Breakiron
TWO SERIOUS FANS
“In the year 1973, a couple of literary swordsmen better known as Wayne Warfield and George
Hamilton met over a want ad, crossed pens and said unto each other … ‘By Crom! Are we not both
collectors and admirers?’ … So it was our goal to promote the works of Robert E. Howard to fandom and
in addition our aim to publish in each issue of CROSS PLAINS (CP) a never before reprinted Howard
story.” So said Warfield in the editorial of the first issue of Cross Plains, a fanzine named, of course,
after Howard’s hometown, and one of the better ones of the period. Hamilton, in a REHupa fanzine of
1973, said his motive was a reaction to the fanzine Amra, which had less to do with Howard than he
thought it should.

Issue #1 (Jan./Feb. 1974)
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In 1961 Howard scholar Glenn Lord had started The Howard Collector, the first fanzine devoted to
Howard, which often featured unpublished material by REH. Cross Plains, which appeared soon after
THC’s untimely demise in 1973, tried to up the ante by featuring an unpublished (not just a “never before
reprinted”) story in each issue, each in fact supplied by Lord (who also supplied REH letters for issue #6).
CP’s producers succeeded in doing so in issues #3-7, and the story in #1 had only previously appeared in
Howard’s school newspaper The Tattler in 1922. The REH stories were the western “Golden Hope
Christmas” in #1; the previously published Steve Costigan boxing yarn “The Sign of the Snake” in #2;
the horror-western “The Horror in the Night” in #3; the Grizzly Elkins comic western “Law Shooters of
Cowtown” in #4; the African-set story “Under the Baobab Tree,” as well as the previously unpublished
happy ending to the western “The Vultures,” in #5; the Sonora Kid western “The Devil’s Joker” in #6;
and the modern-day western “Wild Water,” as well as the poem “The Road to Freedom,” in #7. From #4
on, the name of the story even headlined the cover.

Issue #2 (Mar./Apr. 1974)

Warfield edited the issues and Hamilton published them until issue #7, which was done entirely by
Hamilton. Hamilton printed a four-part bibliography of Howard’s published fiction in #1-4. There were
also articles “Howard and Kline: Men of the Pulps” by David Anthony Kraft and on the tribulations of the
Marvel Comic magazine Savage Tales by Warfield in #1; “Howard in the Comics” by Warfield in #2; a
review of Worms of the Earth (Grant, 1974) by Fred Blosser in #4; “Solomon Kane: Pirate” by Blosser, a
review of Echoes from an Iron Harp (Grant, 1972) by Steve Eng (writing as John Bredon), and a
checklist of Conan in the comics by Jonathan Bacon in #5; “Solomon in the Black Forest” by Blosser and
letters by REH to Harold Preece, Farnsworth Wright, and E. Hoffmann Price in #6; and “The
Unpublished Fiction of REH” by Lord in #7. In his “Howard in the Comics,” Warfield concludes that the
Marvel versions “opened up whole new audiences for the writings of Robert E. Howard and gave us oldtimers a visual treat beyond any early expectations. … Let’s hope the magic of Robert E. Howard has a
long comic’s life ahead!” And so it would.
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Non-Howard-related content consisted of a poem by Hamilton and a review of the fanzine Amra by
Warfield in #1; a supernatural story by Joseph Payne Brennan and a poem by Bredon in #3; a review of
Lin Carter’s The Black Star by Stephen Riley, a poem by Bredon, a review of Jeremiah Benjamin Post’s
An Atlas of Fantasy by William P. Hall, Jr., and a poem by Hamilton in #4; a review of Edgar Rice
Burroughs’ The Oakdale Affair by Warfield in #5; a poem by Bredon in #6; and a new story and two new
poems by Brennan in #7.
In issue #2, pulp writer Price sketched his and REH’s careers and how the two met. Price admired
Solomon Kane, “Kings of the Night,” “The Mirrors of Tuzun Thune,” and “The Shadow Kingdom,” but
thought Conan was a disaster from the start, though he was happy for (some would say envious of) Bob’s
success. “Fandom should dig in and promote here and now fantasy, circumvent [sic] the wretched block
caused by lack of distribution. … My attempted comeback has folded. I am through with fantasy.”

Issue #3
(May/June 1974)

And of course there were the brilliant illustrations: a front cover by Roy G. Krenkel and interior art by
G. M. Farley, Donald Biggs, Warfield, and David Ireland in #1; covers by Randall Spurgin and interior
art by Krenkel, Stephen Fabian, and William Michael Kaluta in #2; covers by Krenkel and Richard L.
Farley and interior art by Fabian in #3; covers by Fabian and Michael Rose and interior art by Krenkel, G.
Shaheen, and Kathy A. Bailey in #4; covers by Fabian and John F. Mayer and interior art by Krenkel, J.
Stewart, and G. M. Farley in #5; covers by Fabian and Rick Roe and interior art by Fabian, Shaheen, and
Stewart in #6; and a front cover by Fabian and interior art by Fabian and Krenkel in #7. All were in black
and white. The covers themselves were gray, except #7, which was green and of a heavier card stock than
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the others. At least some of the covers were mailed with colored or white outer postal covers with fronts
having the same illo as the front cover inside, as in the examples shown here.
The issues were of the then odd size of 7 in. x 8.5 in. and the contents were typed throughout and
offset-printed, switching from double-spaced to single-spaced by issue #4 and showing some improvements with time, such as the use of letraset and acetate lettering in headings. The size of the print runs
rarely, if ever, exceeded 250 and sold out quickly. Page 35 in #4 was blank due to a printer’s error; the
Krenkel art intended for it was rescheduled. In #3 (May/June 1974), which was incorrectly labeled as the
March issue, Warfield says that subscriptions and letters of comment were coming in at a steady rate, but
they were shifting from a bimonthly to a quarterly frequency in order to produce a better magazine with
more pages. In #4, he states, “Despite a very healthy start, CROSS PLAINS has had a rocky existence.
No doubt, the fate of all fan magazines,” though this was not due to any lack of support, but to problems
with compilation, publication, and distribution. Increases in paper costs caused the initial cover price of
$1.00 to rise to $1.50 by #4.

Issue #4
(July/Aug 1974)

In issue #5, Warfield says that the magazine’s financial situation had stabilized, but that #7 would be
the “do-or-die issue”; unfortunately, it would prove to be the latter. He observes that the field of new
fantasy publications was in serious decline in 1974, though REH fandom still seemed to very healthy. In
#6, he says that 1975 looked like a great year for Cross Plains, though publishing costs had forced them
to cut back on the size of the print run. By #7, Hamilton had taken over the editorial duties and
announced that #7 would be the final issue because neither he nor Warfield had time to continue it,
though he said 1975 was a good year for the Howard Boom.
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Fellow fanzinists thought a lot of Cross Plains. Jonathan Bacon, reviewing CP #6, said the magazine
was excellent, “the best in the field as far as I’m concerned” [1]. Arnie Fenner remarked on the excellent
use of illustrations and the slow but consistent improvement in CP, particularly the articles, which
developed “from a somewhat juvenile, inexperienced approach in the beginning to one more polished,
exhibiting a firmer grip on the author’s subject matter as each subsequent issue appeared.” He said the
REH material, though not of the highest caliber, was interesting for its curiosity value. He thought the
amateur poetry was “god-awful” and that there was a consistent waste of valuable space, but that it was
truly surprising the amount of quality, for a modest price tag, that Warfield and Hamilton were able to put
into the publication, via the mails, while living several thousand miles apart (Hamilton lived in California
and Warfield in Maryland). Still, their seeming lack of cooperation yielded a confusing lack of direction.
“Warfield’s personalized, rather witty approach provided a delicious touch that taught and amused almost
immediately while Hamilton’s attempts, I’m afraid to say, at adding a continuously serious, scholarly air
to the fanzine more often than not were unintentionally humorous, if not down right [sic] smothering.”
Fenner believed CP was going to fold with issue #6 because of its lack of profitability coupled with
disputes between Warfield and Hamilton [2].

Issue #5
(fall, 1974)

Dennis McHaney said that “The life of a fanzine is sporadic at best. Most are irregular, off-schedule
and late, and dependant upon the temperaments of several unpredictable and often undependable people.
These factors considered, a fanzine that comes out seven times in two years is a fairly stable entity in the
fluctuating world of fandom.” Such was Cross Plains, whose contents he opines were above average
fanzine fare. “The first few issues were out of print before many people were able to get on the
subscription list, and all issues are highly prized among collectors.” He attributed the lack of Warfield’s
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editorial assistance on the final issue to differences of policy with Hamilton, which was one of the
principal reasons for the magazine’s demise [3].
Because of its print run of only 300 copies, Cross Plains is one of the rarer fanzines, now selling
for about $50 a copy.
A longtime fan writer, Warfield also published articles in Fantasy Crossroads and REH: Two-Gun
Raconteur. The latter’s issue #1 contained his sketch of Howard’s life, personality, and prowess as an
author. In FC #4/5, he postulated that REH’s being a social misfit was an inspiration to the author’s
work. Warfield wrote the introduction to the reprint of REH’s Etchings in Ivory (Hall Productions, 1975).
In 1976 he published a chapbook The Ultimate Guide to Howardia 1925-1975 (Hall Productions), which
was a bibliography of all the known published and unpublished fiction of REH and in which he credits
the contributions of Glenn Lord, Hamilton, and Dennis McHaney. Also that year he published the poorly
reproduced chapbook The Conan Companion (Hall Productions), which contained articles on the
physique and nature of Conan by science fiction author Michael Resnick, on the Crom the Barbarian
comic book (Out of This World Adventures of 1950) by David and Susannah Bates, on Conan pastiches
by John Meyer, and on Conan’s martial arts skills by Bill Orlikow; a poem by author L. Sprague de
Camp; and art by Gene Day, Richard L. Farley, Ken Raney, Bot Roda, and Warfield. He then edited
three issues of the semi-professional Phantasy Digest (Hall Productions, 1976 and 1977), reviewing the
fiction of Lin Carter in issue #1. By 1977, Warfield saw fanzines as becoming a thing of the past,
because the public demanded quality and then proceeded to complain about the high cost per copy. Born
about 1944, he had many interests largely centered on books and LPs. He was a police cadet, and, though
married, he was promiscuous and bisexual. He died in the mid 1980s, supposedly from a dental infection
gone untreated, but possibly from AIDS.

Issue #6
(Feb./Mar. 1975)
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Hamilton, born about 1940, worked in quality control at a plastics firm. He collected books and
Fabian art and was a member of REHupa and the Hyperborian League in the mid 1970s. He self-printed
a series of chapbooks containing REH stories at least some of which he had originally purchased with the
intention of publishing them in Cross Plains. They were Blades for France (1975), Isle of Pirate’s Doom
(1975), The Shadow of the Hun (1975), The King’s Service (1976), The Shadow of the Beast (1977), and
Spears of Clontarf (1978), as well as poems for Verses in Ebony (1975), published with Dale Brown. He
also issued Bicentennial Tribute to Robert E. Howard (1976), a thick chapbook containing an article on
REH’s conception of Atlantis and reviews of Lord’s The Last Celt: A Bio-Bibliography of Robert Ervin
Howard (Grant, 1976) and REH’s Black Vulmea’s Vengeance (and Other Tales of Pirates) (Grant, 1976),
and The Iron Man & Other Tales of the Ring (Grant, 1976), all by Fred Blosser; an interview of Steve
Fabian by Hamilton; an account of his REH publishing ventures by Donald M. Grant; the REH story
“The Return of the Sorcerer”; reprints of Lord’s Hyperborian League fanzines Ultima Thule #2 and #3
containing letters to Howard and his agent from editors about his submissions; and cover and interior art
by Fabian. Hamilton later lost interest in fandom and publishing, but remained a collector and avid
reader, and was alive in 2006.
E. P. Berglund published a list of the contents of all the issues of Cross Plains in Crispin Burnham’s
fanzine Echoes from the Black Stone #9 in The Hyperborian League Mailing #12 (July, 1978), as did
James Van Hise in his fanzine The Road to Velitrium #34 in REHupa Mailing #160 (Dec., 1999).

Issue #7
(Sept. 1975)
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THE ROBERT E. HOWARD BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SECONDARY
SOURCES, PART III
The list of articles below is complete insofar as it contains all items relating to Howard, excepting
those by Howard himself (being primary references and cataloged elsewhere) and those inspired by
Howard, such as poems by others (being primary references by those authors). It is in alphabetical order
by author and then by title. The abstract, if any, is in brackets.

Cross Plains (fanzine series edited by Wayne Warfield & George T. Hamilton)
Bacon, Jonathan

“Conan the Barbarian Check List” [index of Marvel Comic appearances crossreferenced to REH] in Cross Plains #5, Vol. 1, #5 (George T. Hamilton, Yorba
Linda, Cal.), pp. 20-22 (fall, 1974); reprinted (as “… Checklist”) with nonREH sources added in Fantasy Crossroads #1, Vol. 1, #1 (Graceland College
Comic Club, Lamoni, Iowa), pp. 47-49 (1 Nov., 1974)

Blosser, Fred

Review of Worms of the Earth (by REH; Grant, 1974) in Cross Plains #4, Vol.
1, #4 (George T. Hamilton, Yorba Linda, Cal.), pp. 19-21 (July/Aug., 1974)

Blosser, Fred

“Solomon in the Black Forest” [Solomon Kane’s stories set in Germany] in
Cross Plains #6, Vol. 1, #6 (George T. Hamilton, Yorba Linda, Cal.), pp. 1416 (1975)

Blosser, Fred

“Solomon Kane: Pirate” [REH’s stories thereof] in Cross Plains #5, Vol. 1, #5
(George T. Hamilton, Yorba Linda, Cal.), pp. 16 & 17 (fall, 1974)

Bredon, John

See Eng, Steve

Eng, Steve
(as John Bredon)

Review of REH’s Echoes from an Iron Harp (Grant, 1972) in Cross Plains #5,
Vol. 1, #5 (George T. Hamilton, Yorba Linda, Cal.), pp. 18 & 19 (fall, 1974)

Hamilton, George T.

“Editorial” [origin & aim of the fanzine Cross Plains] in Cross Plains #1, Vol.
1, #1 (George T. Hamilton, Yorba Linda, Cal.), pp. 3 & 4 (Jan., 1974)

Hamilton, George T.

“A Gent from Cross Plains,” Part One [bibliography of U.S. hbs. of REH] in
Cross Plains #1, Vol. 1, #1 (George T. Hamilton, Yorba Linda, Cal.), pp. 2326 (Jan., 1974)

Hamilton, George T.

“A Gent from Cross Plains,” Part Two [bibliography of U.S. pbs. of REH] in
Cross Plains #2, Vol. 1, #2 (George T. Hamilton, Yorba Linda, Cal.), pp. 2528 (Mar., 1974)

Hamilton, George T.

“A Gent from Cross Plains,” Part Three [bibliography of REH stories in U.S.
magazines & books] in Cross Plains #3, Vol. 1, #3 (George T. Hamilton,
Yorba Linda, Cal.), pp. 32-36 (May/June, 1974; Mar. is a misprint)
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Hamilton, George T.

“A Gent from Cross Plains,” Part Four [bibliography of REH stories in U.S.
magazines & books] in Cross Plains #4, Vol. 1, #4 (George T. Hamilton,
Yorba Linda, Cal.), pp. 25-31 (July/Aug., 1974)

Kraft, David Anthony

“Howard and Kline: Men of the Pulps” [comparison of their careers & Kline’s
influence on REH] in Cross Plains #1, Vol. 1, #1 (George T. Hamilton, Yorba
Linda, Cal.), pp. 13 & 14 (Jan., 1974)

Lord, Glenn

“The Unpublished Fiction of REH” [list of story titles & lengths] in Cross
Plains #7, Vol. 1, #7 (George T. Hamilton, Yorba Linda, Cal.), pp. 35-37 (Sep.
1975)

Price, E. Hoffmann

Letter [sketches his & REH’s careers & interactions] in Cross Plains #2, Vol.
1, #2 (George T. Hamilton, Yorba Linda, Cal.), pp. 36 & 37 (Mar., 1974)

Warfield, Wayne

“Amra: A Look behind the Railway Gazette” [the fanzine] in Cross Plains #1,
Vol. 1, #1 (George T. Hamilton, Yorba Linda, Cal.), pp. 5-7 (Jan., 1974)

Warfield, Wayne

“Howard in the Comics” [review of Marvel REH comics] in Cross Plains #2,
Vol. 1, #2 (George T. Hamilton, Yorba Linda, Cal.), pp. 30-34 (Mar., 1974)

Warfield, Wayne

“The Outrage, Frustration and Righteous Indignation … the Continuing Saga
of Savage Tales” [review of the fitfully published Marvel Comics REH
magazine] in Cross Plains #1, Vol. 1, #1 (George T. Hamilton, Yorba Linda,
Cal.), pp. 20-22 (Jan., 1974)
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